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J. J. TH 0 MA S'S
IMPROVED

GALVANISED WIRE CROQUET BORDERING,
CAN BE FIXED OR REMOVED INSTANTLY.
Price 1s. 6d. per
dozen yards,
including Spikes.

Price 6d. per yard,

In Rolls of 50 yards,

including 51 Spikes

6 inches high.

for fixing.

This newly-invented Croquet Bordering, being made of Hard Wire, is much stronger
than the light Whoe Netting U811Ally sold for that purpose ; it is Galvanised after manufactured, and is, when fixed, one of the prettiest Garden Edginge that can be made.

AU Goods amounting to 40s. and upwards Carriage paid to all tM principal
Railwa9 Stations.

J. J. THOMAS'S
ELASTIC

CHAIR.

An ezcudingly easy and comfortabk Rating &at,
much admired.
No. 1. Dark Green •••••••••.••..• Price each,&. 6d.
" 2. Dark Green, with light lines,
and varnished ••• ••• •••••••••

,,

9s. Od.

"

9s. 6d.

., 3. Ditto, with additional fine
white lines.....................
,, 4. Real Oak, and varnished......

,, 10s. 6d.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

WIRE ARCHES FOR GARDENS, FLOWER STANDS, SUSPENDING
FLOWER BASKETS, HURDLE FENCING, &c.

PADDINGTON WIRE WORKS,
286 & 362, EOGWARE-ROAD, LONDON, W.
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REYNOLDS'S CROQUET FENCE AND SEAT.

Croquet Fence Galvanised Wire, in ya.rd lengths, 4s. per doz. ya.rds.
in 50 ,, rolls, 12s. 6d. per roIL

"

"

The above is useful for stopping the balls within a limited distance, also for
protecting shrubs, plants, paths, &e.

THE CROQUET OR GARDEN SEAT
Combines Elasticity, Comfort, and Durability, with an Elegant appearance,

4ft. 6in.
23s.

5ft. Oin.

24s.
TERMS:

5ft. 6in.
25s.

NETT

6ft. Oin. long.
28s.

CASH.

POST-OFFICE ORDERS PAYABLE AT GREEK-STREET, TO

JOBR BEYROLDS,
57, New Compton-street, London, W.C.
An illustrated and descriptive Price List of the above ; also, all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL WIREWORK, WIRE-NETTING, POULTRY FENCES,
&c., &c., free on application.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT.
BY APPOINTMENT

BY APPOINTMENT

TO TRll

EMPEROR OF

TO Tiii!

RUSSIA.
T0

EMPEROR OF BRAZIL

T H E R 0 YA L

FAM I LY.

JAMES BUCHANAN,
ARCHERY MANUFACTURER, 215, PICCADILLY.
BUCHANAN'S

CR 0 Q U ET,

215, PICCADILLY.

SETS · • • • · · · · 2ls., 25s., and 30s., in Boxes complete.
The Balle made of beech, of the second size, but aceurately turned and highly finished, and
recommended for beginners and ladies, to whom the boxwood balls are too heavy. The
Mallets to all the sets are of Canadian rock elm, introduced by Mr Buchanan ( eee revised
FIELD Rules, 1868, a copy of •:hich is sent with every set), and used by him in bow-making.
This wood runs very straight, and is not apt to lose its shape; it has great spring and
elasticity, and is much superior to the old ash handle, and well adapted for warm climates.

The LADIES' SET, Boxwood, 50s.} in Box complete
The CLUB SET,
Do.
63a.
·
Both the above sets are highly finished, the difference in price being owing to the Rize.
Boxwood Balls are recommended for good players in preference to beech, as they retain the ir
shape much longer, and run more accurately.

The CHAMPION SET, containing Four Balls and Four extra size Mallet~,
weight llb. IOoz., particularly recommended, 37a.
The TWENTY GUINEA SET contains Eight Mallets, with ivory heads,
and Eight Ivory Balls highly finished; Gilt Hoops, and Balls beautifully
coloured and gilt, in Mahogany Box lined with red velvet.

REGISTERED MAHOGANY CROQUET STAND.
BUCHANAN'S CROQUET MALLETS,
SOLD SINGLY :

2ls.}

Ivory head, Canadian rock elm handles, at 25s. and
Box heads
Do. Do. at 7s. 6d., 5s. 6d., and 3s. 6d.
Do. cane handle for one hand, 6s 6d.
'
'
•
Do., Canadian elm octagon handle, 4s. 6d.

See revised FmLD Rules, 1868: "The
mallets should be ma.de with ash, cane,
or Oanadi&n rock elm shafts. In the
opinion of this committee cane Is the
best material ror single-handed pi& v,
andOanadi&n rock elm for two hands:-0

All Sets jorwaJrded carriage free on receipt of Cheque or Post-offee Ordm.,
payable at Piccadilly.

Address, JAMES BUCHANAN, 215, Piccadilly.
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IJAQUES'S CROQUET.·!
No.

PRICE

LIST.

1. hr Box complete, containing set of S-in. Balls, set of 2-ft. 9-in. ash
Mallets, Hoops, Starting-pegs, and Jaquee's Lawe of the Game.
2. Do., containing set of 3i·in. Balls, set of 2-ft. 9-in. ash Mallets,
Hoops, Starting-pegs, and Laws of the Game . • • • • • •
3 .. Do., containing set of 3!-in. Balls, 3-ft. ash Mallets, Hoops, Starting-pegs, Patent Olips, and Laws of the Game • . • • • .
4. Do., containing set of 3!-in. Balls (painted new style), superior
3-ft. ash Mallets, Starting-pegs, Olips, Hammer, Drill, &c. . .
5. Do., containing set of 3&-in. Balls, 3-ft. 3-in. ash Mallets, Hoops,
Starting-pegs, Double Hoop and Bell, Patent Olips, &c., &c.. .
6. Do., containing set of 3!-in. Balls, of superior quality, 3-ft. superior
ash Mallets, Hoops, Patent Olips, &c., &c. • • • • •. • •
7. Do., containing set of 3!-in. BoxwooD BA.LLB (very durable), 2-ft.
9-in. BoxwooD MALLETS, Hoops, Patent Olips, &c., &c. . • •
8. Do., containing set of 3!-in. BoxwooD BALLS (very durable), 3-ft.
BoxwooD MALLETS, Hoops; Patent Clips, &c., &c. . • • . •
9. Do., containing set of 3&-in. BoxwooD BALLS{very durable), 3-ft.
3-in. BoxwooD MALLETS, Hoops, Patent Olips, &c., &c. • • •
10. TmD 0LUB SET, containing 3&-in. BoxwooD BALLS (selected of the
finest quality), 3-ft. BoxwooD MALLETS, Hoops, Patent Olips, &c.
,, The same, in extra strong dovetailed Box, with lock • . • • •
,, In polished Mahogany Oase, lined with green cloth . . • . .
11. PRIZE SlilT.-ln handsome Spanish Mahogany Oase, containing
3&-in. finest quality BoxwooD BALLS, set of solid IVORY
MALLETS, H~ps, Patent Olips, &c., &c. . . . . . • . .
12. Do., containing set of 3&-in. finest quality BoxwooD BALLS, set of
large size solid IVORY MALLETS, Hoops, Patent Olips, &c., &c. •

£ s. d.
0 15 0
0 18 0
1

1 0

1

5 0

1 10 0
2

0 0

2

5 0

2 10 0
3

0 0

3 10 0
4 0 0

5 5 0
14

0 0

20

0 0

CAUTION.-Observe the name "JAQUES & SON" ,on a metal label on
each Box, without which none is genuine. It is necessary to state this
clearly, as many implements are offered as "Jaques's Croquet," but which
have no right whatever to the title.

·1
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~~~~~~~~~-

To be had at 1111 tM kading Fancy Repositories throughout the kingdom.

Jaques & Son,, 102,, Hatton Garden,, London.
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PREFACE.

A

NUMBER

of my friends having done me the honour to say they

would like to learn from myself the tactics of the game of Croquet,
and it being impossible to give instructions to all without the aid
of the press, I proposed to state what I knew of the game through
the columns of the Field.

The Editor most kindly acceded to

my request; and the present volume is a compilation of my
articles which appeared in that journal, though considerably
enlarged, and with the addition of several points which have
since occurred to me.

I shall think my labours well bestowed

if I in any degree add to the growing opinion that Croquet does
not simply owe its sudden and unexampled success to the fact
that it is played equally by ladies and gentlemen, but that it is
in itself a first-rate game, requiring great finesse, nerve, and
patience, as well as great accuracy of hand and eye.

WALTER JONES WHITMORE.

CHASTLETON HOUSE,

18th May, 1868.
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CROQUET TACTICS.

INTRODUCTION.

CROQUET: ITS ORIGIN, AND THE CAUSES OF ITS
SUCCESS.

THE game of croquet has been known in this country-known
generally, that is-for about ten years, and has made a more rapid
success and taken a higher position than probably any other
game has ever done in the same period of time. The manufacture
of the implements has become quite a considerable branch of our
national industry, and the balls, mallets, stands, &c., begin to be
turned out with such exquisite finish as almost to entitle them
to the appellation of works of art.
If we inquire what it is that has so suddenly raised this game
to its present lofty position, we shall find a much larger number
of causes than anyone would at first suspect-which very causes
are often made a pretext for running the game down, for it ·is
clear that croquet (like everything which greatly succeeds) is not
without its enemies and contemners, who treat it after Sir Modred's
manner,
With silent smiles of slow.disparagement.

But since the game rests on a real merit, it will easily outlive
both the faint praise or open abuse to which it is occasionally
treated. It is, however, worth while to investigate that combination of adventitious circumstances, which, in addition to its real
merit, has caused this very rapid and very extraordinary success .
.B
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Considered simply a.a an outdoor amusement, affording healthy
exercise and excitement to a number of people who only gdt
their exercise formerly in the dull round of a "constitutional "
walk, we are bound to confess that it has conferred an immense
boon on society, which boon society gratefully acknowledges by
its attachment. Then, it is a game suited to every age and both
sexes. This was, of course, a great element of success from the
first. Next in its favour comes the fact that the first elements of
the game are easily learnt, and that it is everywhere to be found.
To use the general expression, " everybody " has a ground; and
the expense of the very best sets does not exceed three guineas,
no slight consideration with a large part of the world. In this
particular it has (in Oxford phrase) the " pull " over both billiards
and cricket, since both of these are expensive games-one very
much so. These are, moreover, luxuries not everywhere to be
found, and only to be played on occasion; whereas croquet in the
season is everywhere, and at all hours going on. (I am not here
instituting the slightest comparison between the three games, or
entering into the question of the intrinsic merits of any one of
them, but merely showing the outside advantages of croquet, to
which in a great measure .its sudden large importance is to be
attributed.) Like billiards, croquet can be played, and is best
played, by two persons, though four, two on each side, will also
make a good game. In this, both billiard and croquet have an
advantage over cricket, which without the full eleven loses much
of its beauty. Then comes the great and often-repeated merit
that croquet gives people an admirable excuse to meet their friends
without ma.king a grand affair, sans gene et sans ceremonie ; and, if
their homes a.re of limited proportion, enables them to receive a
whole neighbourhood, which was before an impossibility; so that,
owing to the agency of this game, and the revolution which it
has effected, the most solitary people have become social, and
houses once deserted have become the scenes of the most gay
and brilliant receptions. The fact is, it has placed hospitality
within everybody's reach, and has linked the most distant
neighbourhoods together in a sort of social chain. Those of our
acquaintance whom we wish to see often, and seldom saw, we
may now meet every week. We know where all the world will
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be on a Monday, or- Tuesday, or Thursday; so that the "new
science " may be said to rank with the most friendly and neighbourly pastimes in the world ; and those who dislike or despise
it, have just as much reason to be grateful to it, as we its ardent
followers and admirers. Then, there is an advantage in croquet
which I must not forget to mention, that it does not necessitate
the sacrifice of a whole day-an advantage much felt by clergymen, who in large cures, where the work is very heavy, must
necessarily lose their cricket, and are as sorely in need of some
recreation as any set of men I know. But this fact applies to us
all, whether we happen to be playing croquet at home or at a
party. We are never fettered to the game except by the love of
it. If it rains we can order our carriage and go, and should we be
playing at home, why, we are near all our other amusements. I must
add that croquet leads neither directly nor indirectly to any species
of bad habit ; that there is no appanage of betting men belonging
to it; no sharpers, open or disguised; no gentlemanly harpies;
no doubtful set whatever in its train. Then-since I have taken
in hand to account fully for its extraordinary and sudden burst
of popularity-it is essentially a game of emulation, town boasting
itself over town, and county over county. Then you can play the
game for more months in the year than any other outdoor game,
its more ardent admirers beginning generally about the middle of
April and going on with it to the end of October, or carrying it
even into the first fortnight of November. About that time the
finest and grandest of all sports has commenced, and it is high
time then that we should forget croquet until
Wheat is green, and hawthorn buds appear.

As I am now pretty well out of breath with the enumeration of
the advantages which croquet enjoys, I will but add that last
point in its favour, without which it could surely never have
become the rage as it has done, viz., the grand merit of the game
itself.
Amongst the fraternity of games, the rank of any particular
one is rightly fixed by the amount of skill required in playing it,
and by the faculties it either demands or evokes. Judged by this
criterion, it is hard to say to what game croquet is to be considered
B
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second. In absolute accuracy it yields of course to billiards, but
then it far excels the latter game in variety of combination. I
have, indeed, heard the opinion of a. man who plays both games
very well, and equally well, that it takes as long practice to
become first-rate in one game as the other. My own experience is
that it takes, with the generality of players, three or four years
at least before they "play the game "-before they acquire an
instinctive and clear notion what to do with the balls under all
circumstances of the game. Croquet (I speak of it as played
between first-rate players) certainly requires a. large combination
of qualities ; considerable forecast ; great tact and great finesse ;
and infinitely more nerve and temper than any other game going.
A player must also, to get anything more than a local reputation,
be rapid in learning the strength of particular grounds, must
have an accurate eye, and great power of wrist and elbow. Then,
for temper and patience, if you cannot play an uphill game, you
may despair of ever being a. proficient in this. To keep perfectly
cool, and concentrate all your energies on long shot after long
shot, without losing heart, or giving up the idea. of final victory,
though the game all the while seems slipping out of your hands,
this is an admirable trial to those who are naturally inclined to
despond; and I think to take a. beating with all grace and
good humour, and without finding some reason for it beyond
your adversary's skill, is the very acme of true politeness and
generosity.
I presume that this eulogy is sufficient for the most ardent
croqueist of my readers, and I proceed to answer, as well as I
can, a question very frequently asked, and not always satisfactorily
answered, " What was the origin of the game ? " Some of my
readers may have seen the description of Pall-Mall, as described
by Cotgra.ve.
"Pale-Maille is a game wherein a round box ball is struck with
a mallet thro' a high arch of iron, which he that can do with the
fewest blows wins." " The game of mall," adds Strutt, in his
"Ancient Sports and Pastimes," "was a. fashionable amusement in
the reign of Charles the Second, and the walk in St. James's
Park, now called the Mall, received its name from having been
appropriated to the purpose of playing at mall, where Charles
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himself and his courtiers frequently exercised themselves in the
practice of this pastime. The denomination mall, given to the
game, is evidently derived from the mallet or wooden hammer used
by the players to strike the ball." I may add, for the benefit of
the curious, that specimens of the mallets used in the days of the
merry monarch may be seen on any of the open days at the
British Museum.
This game of mall, however, which was undoubtedly the forerunning idea. and prototype of our modern croquet, does not
seem to have been an invention of Charles the Second's time, but
to have had a much earlier origin, and to have come down to us
from those Saxon times, whence we draw the first notions of
almost all our national sports. The little representation below,
which is. copied out of Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, is thus briefly
alluded to in that author's work: " On the top of the 28th Plate
is the representat.ion of a very curious ancient pastime which
seems to bear some analogy to bowling ; but the bowls, instead

of being cast by the hand, are driven with a battoon or mall,
through an .arch, towards a mark at a distance from it."
With reference to this subject, so summarily dismissed by
Strutt, we certainly are of opinion t.hat the plate gives much
more an idea of mall than of bowling, and that the game, whatever it was, was most clearly some sport which was the origin
equally of mall and of croquet.
Fearing lest I may have too long engaged my reader's patience
in this disquisition on the origin and success of croquet, I will
add, as a relief to what may not have an interest for all my
readers, the following verses from the brilliant and accomplished
pen of Mr. Clement Scott. I am indebted to Mr. Hood, the
editor of Fnn, for his permission to enliven my pages with the
following jen d'esprit, so apropos of my subject.
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CUPID AND CROQUET.
I.

ONE day on high Olympus, forging thunderbolts and fuming,
Sat Jove, by gods surrounded, sipping nectar, as we're told,
And he drew out from his pocket just a poster unassuming,
Printed bright in fiery letters, on a double sheet of gold ;
Then said Jupiter to Mercury, who happened to be boarding
In Olympus with his brother gods and goddesses a night,
" Paste the poster, trusty messenger, on wall and corner hoarding,
That the deities who run may read, and running, read aright."
II.

Swift flew the glad intelligence, how Jupiter intended
To ask each witty god and wily goddess to compete
For a Inighty prize he'd offered, on which fortunes he'd expended,
For breaking women's hearts, and bringing lovers to their feet.
" Seek me out a jolly pastime, game, amusement, if you like it,
Wherein mortal men and women," said the king of gods, "can join.
When the iron, of the heart, is hot I dearly love to strike it,
Though some bachelors are needy, and some women roll in coin."

m.
Pan and Bacchus came together, with a double sort of notion,
Of picnics on the river, sunny girls, and iced champagne,
With a dream of woods, forget-me-nots, a boat's delicious motion,
Songs and sentiments, and happiness-bar Pluvius and rain ;
And they told how opportunities were advertised for strolling,
And of couples who have lost themselves-pretended to, at leaetOf ferny banks, and attitudes, and rugs, and lazy lolling,
Lobster salad, wine in tumblers, and a very awkward feast.
IV.

To Jove's throne, in exultation, young Terpsichore came dancing,
She had notions of _excitement running strangely in her head,
And in vivid colours painted, lights, and flowers, bright eyes glancing,
And the walt7.es which have little loves to Hymen's altar led ;
And she told of sweet flirtations, over lemon-water ices,
And of sweeter assignations when the cloaks are wrapt around ;
Hinting strongly, how a trois-temps has led boobies to a crisis,
And the comfort of conservatories mothers oft have found.
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v.
Then with horsey slang and laughter, came Diana in a canter,
Shouting loudly to the loungers to get out and clear the way ;
And with noisy volubility propounded ahe instanter,
How she'd tame the wildest chestnut and the moat pugnacious bay ;
Then she raved of hounds and hunting, meets, and horses tame and vicious,
And the "go-ahead, well-plucked ones," "snobs in scarlet who disturb;"
And she hinted how men's tempers, like their horses, are capricious,
And how dainty women's fingers are the lightest on the curb.
VI.

Then Apollo, the far-darter, came with arrows in hie quiver,
And was loud in exultation of the lesson of ~he bow ;
But the deities all shouted, "With your quiver to the river!"
And protested how that archery, and archers too, were slow.
When he tried a mild suggestion of toxophilites and parties,
Where for shooting and flirtation men and women oft are brought,
"Down at Plymouth," said old Neptune," when they shoot, you know, my
hearties,
For a dozen married women I have vainly sought."
VII.

Little Cupid, for a minute, had escaped from Aphrodite,
Very plump and very hearty, as all honest love should be,
And he said, "I've found a game out, never slow and never flighty,
And it's capable of skill 118 well as spooning, as you'll see."
Then he sang a song of croquet, of its present and hereafter,
With such exquisite persuasion, and such mischief in hie eyes,
'l'hat the deities, delighted, shook Olympus with their laughter,
And to Cupid was awarded, for hie cheekiness, the prize!
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CHAPTER I.

DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIOUS STROKES.

BEFORE entering on the scientific part of my subject it is
necessary that I should give a full definition of certain terms with
which the majority of players seem to be unacquainted, but which,
in the explanation of the principles of the game, must necessarily
be of frequent occurrence. I should state, however, that I am
only about to define words in common use amongst good players;
the tendency to create a host of new and unnecessary terms, or
to alter and try to improve on the old ones, which have been
fairly accepted, appearing to the writer neither witty nor sensible.
The terms in question are the " dead ball," the " player " or
"live ball," and the "friend."
In all the illustrations which are to follow-and it will not be
in my power to give all the many fine points and varied tactics
of the game without a considerable number of illustrations-the
game supposed to be played is a game of four, which may be
played either between two players, each having two balls, or by
four players, two on a side, each with a single ball. For clearness'
sake, I propose to give all the diagrams which illustrate the
principles of the game with the first four colours on the pegviz:, blue, pink, black, and yellow.*
Now suppose, gentle reader, that you are playing in this game,
and that the ball you are playing with is blue ; then
Pink will be your " player,"
Black is your " friend," and
Yellow is the " dead ball."
• The prettiest balls, and the ones most in faahion, are those which came into
use aa the "club set "-simple blue and red, and marked with one, two, three,
and four stripes on each side. In matches of four the best way to divide the
balls is to make one set of the ones and threes, another of the twos and fours.
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The origin of the foregoing terms will now be explained, and
the necessity of having a distinctive appellation for each ball will
appear most clearly in the tactics.
The term " player" is borrowed from billiards in the game
of pool, and means the ball which, after you have finished your
break, will play on you : thus, pink is blue's "player," black is
pink's, yellow is black's, and blue is yellow's.
The term" dead" ball is borrowed from cricket, and.means the
ball which, having just been played, has nothing actively to do
for one turn, and is therefore "dead" for that period. In Mr.
Jaques' rules it is stated: "When the ball of a player hits the
starting peg, after he has been through all his hoops, whether by
his own play or that of another, it is' dead' and out of the game."
This same definition was also used in the rules printed in the
Field, but the term had not then come to be generally used in its
present sense. It is clear that there can be no use in adopting a
term which there will never or very seldom be an occasion to
apply. We do not say of a cricket ball that it is "dead" before
the game has commenced, or when the game is decided and
over. It is " dead" directly it has passed the . wicket keeper's
hands (he having no further use for it) until the moment it is
next delivered, or rather commenced to be delivered. It will
thus be seen that the term is of frequent use in both games. In:
both a ball is constantly becoming " dead," and then again the
" live " ball throughout the contest. In croquet it is " dead "
every time it ceases to play until its "friend" has finished playing,
when it again becomes the "live" ball, of which it behoves the
adversary whose turn is next to beware, since it is his
"player."
The term " friend " seems self-evident, and no explanation
needed. Blue and black are " friends ; " pink and yellow are
" friends."
Before coming to the tactics I must, in order to make my
labours as complete as possible, offer some short instruction as to
the manual part of .the game : the handling of the mallet, the
action required in playing, and the attitude which gives the
greatest accuracy in striking the ball-matters quite as essential
in croquet as in billiards.
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First, as to the attitude, which in a. certain proverb or saying is
declared to be " everything," and it certainly is a great deal in
croquet. Each player must in some degree determine for himself

THE TWO-HANDEi> STltOKE-HRST l'OSlTION.

what is to him the most easy and natural way of standing, and the- .
one which gives him the greatest accuracy of aim, and the greates~
power in striking the ball. Still, there is undoubtedly a good
and a bad attitude, and, generally speaking, a good one may be
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obtained, unless a bad one has become a matter of habit. First,
I will suppose that the mallet is held with two hands. (Players
differ greatly on this point, some not being able to play with two

TUE TWO-llANI>ED STROKE.-Sl::COND l'OSITION.

hands, and some being quite powerless with one.) The body
should be balanced on the right foot, and rest almost en~irely on
it, the left foot being merely used to steady the action. The
shoulders should be exactly parallel with the line in which the
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ball is to be driven. Each stroke must be given from the
shoulders, and with a sort of swing of the arms, the body being
kept perfectly firm, and as motionless as· possible. The slightest
turn or swaying of the body will destroy the accuracy of the aim.
The action of the left elbow must be the same as in cricket-viz.,
forward in a line towards the ball or hoop aimed at ; and, as in
cricket, there cannot be too free and tmfettered play of shoulder,
elbow, and wrist. The player, having got the proper attitude,
must take the line of the ball he is aiming at (first position), but at
the moment of striking he must be looking at his own ball (second
position). No great muscular action should be put into the
stroke, the ball being driven as much as possible by the mere
weight of the descending mallet. Of course the exact centre
of the ball should be struck by the exact centre of the mallet
head.* If excellence is to be obtained, everyone of these points
must be carefully attended to and minutely practised, till they
become habit and a sort of instinct. But if in this assertion I
seem to be advocating a waste of time, I can only say that a.
practice of ten minutes a day is quite sufficient to acquire every
point, if only it is regular and systematic.
Should my explanation of the attitude and action required be
not sufficiently clear, it is to be hoped that the sketches given
will be more explanatory.
. At one time there was an attempt made to oblige every player
to use only one hand; fortunately, this piece of arbitrary law did
not prevail. There is no game in which any fixed attitude is
dictated by rule, and it is to be hoped that such dictation will not
succeed at croquet. The writer hopes so sincerely, as when one
hand only is allowed the game will no longer be a game for him.
In playing with one hand, the attitude is necessarily much
more stooping, because the mallet cannot be held firmly unless
the hand is carried somewhat nearer to the mallet-head. The
• I should advise beginners to look frequently at the face of the mallet head,
which will soon show them by the indentations whether the majority of blows
are struck from the centre or side of the mallet. The sound of the blow will
also indicate whether the ball is struck with the whole weight of the hammer
or not. The heavier the mallet (supposing that a player has complete mastery
of it) the more accurate the aim.
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weight of the body should rest almost equally on the two legs ;
but, as in playing with two hands, the shoulders should be
parallel with the line in which the ball is to be driven, and the
body should be held as firm and motionless as possible. There
is the same necessity for looking at the ball when delivering
the stroke as in the two-handed position.

THE ONE-HANDED STROKE.

If it be asked which is the be.at method of playing, with one
or two hands, the answer is that each player must decide
this for himself. The majority of good p?ayers with whom the
writer is acquainted is a one-handed majority; but of players,
taking the good and bad together, the m~jority is decidedly
two-handed.
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There are no less than nine sorts of strokes at croquet, which
must all be described. These strokes may be divided into roqnet
and croquet strokes as follows :
RoQUET STROKES.

1. The ordinary roqnet
3. The leapfrog stroke
2. The rushing roqnet
4. The curling stroke.
(Strokes in which a single ball is struck.)
CROQUET STROKES.

5. The tight croquet
7. The stop stroke
6. The following stroke
8. The splitting stroke
9. The medium croquet.
(Strokes in which a ball is struck when in contact with another.)
Of the foregoing, the most important are the "ordinary" and
"rushing" roquet strokes, and the "following" "stop,"
" splitting," and "medium " croquet strokes. .All these must be
mastered before any great proficiency can be said to have been
made in the game. 'fhe "leapfrog" and " curling" strokes are
all very difficult, and cannot (as far as the writer's knowledge
goes) be made with anything like certainty even by the best
players. They are, however, seldom called for, and first-rate play
(though not the highest) can be attained without their aid.
The explanations which follow are given, not according to the
order of the strokes as numbered, but according to the importance
of the strokes in the game.

Ordinary and Rushi1J1J Roquets.-It has been fully explained
how the ball should be struck in the ordinary roquet. The
"rushing" roquet is made when a player, having his ball so
placed that he can roquet another to some spot on the ground
more convenient to take croquet from, roquets it with force, so as
~o drive it the required distance. In making this stroke the ball
must be struclr exactly in the centre. Where a player has to
strike violently; should the blow fall ever so slightly on the top
of tM ball, it is apt to leap from the ground, and will often thus ·
hop over the ball to be struck. The roqued ball also, if it is to be
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driven to any distance, must be hit by the roqueing ball exactly
in the centre.

The Following Stroke.-This is the most important of all the
strokes, and a player who has not got the mastery of it at short
distances will be " nowhere " in the game, even on the most
crowded lawns.
I should state that the best plan in practising this and all other
strokes is to commence at short distances, and not to proceed to
longer until the short ones have become quite easy, and almost
matters of certainty. In making the "following" stroke for
instance, let the beginner try and make two balls run together for
two or three yards. This being mastered, it will be comparatively
easy to increase the distance to five or six yards. But the first
grand difficulty is to attain the right action, and the proper turn
of the elbow and wrist.
In making the following stroke, the player must follow with
the mallet head, as a person follows with the cue at billiards.
But as many of my readers will be amongst the fair sex, and
perhaps not very well acquainted with the latter game, I should
state that the best way for beginners to learn this stroke will be
as follows : Place the balls so as to touch, and in a line with the
ball or hoop towards which they are to run ; then, holding the
mallet firmly, but not tightly (and not approaching the mallet
head to the ball, but holding it at a distance of five or six inches
away), bring the mallet down on the ball with a quiet, uniform
action ; and, without thinking at all what is going to happen to
the balls, raise the mallet head upwards towards the left shoulder.
If the action of the mallet is uniform, a following strike is certain
to be the result. (See Fig. 1.)

The Stop Stroke.-The stop stroke is ma.de as follows : Place the
balls in line and touching; hold the mallet handle firmly, and
bring the mallet head sharply down on the ball you strike. At
the moment of striking, draw the mallet head back. If this is
done well, the croqued ball will be sent to a distance, and the ball
struck will not be moved very far from the position in which you
strike it. (See Fig. 2.)
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The Splitting Stroke is sometimes made with a "following,"
sometimes with a striking mallet-with a "following" mallet
where the balls have to travel an equal distance; with a striking
mallet where the ball is to be made to pass over more ground
than the other. The two different ways of making this stroke
will be clearly seen by looking at diagrams.
The Medium Stroke.-When one ball is to follow another, but
only to pass over half the distance, or something considerably less
than the croqued ball, the stroke must be made with neither a
"following" nor yet a sharply striking mallet. There are almost
endless modifications of this sort of stroke, which are only to be
acquired by long practice, and steady attention to the amount of
strength and the turn of wrist required. It is necessary, also, to
learn precisely at what angles two balls should be placed to send
them into required positions. This angle must depend very much
on the particular way in which each player handles the mallet.
A sharp blow will send balls off at a much greater tangent than
when struck with a following mallet.
On all these points I can only repeat my advice, that players
who are beginners should first practise the various strokes given
in Figs. 4 and 5 at short distances, and then proceed to practise
at longer distances, so soon as the shorter ones become comparatively easy.

The Leapfrog Stroke is made by striking a single ball sharply,
and nearly on the top. The result is that the ball will leap up
from the ground, and, jumping over any intermediate ball, hit one
beyond. This stroke i~ seldom required, but the writer has seen
more than one game won by it.
The Curling Stroke.-When a ball is wired from another, and
the distance between them is not more than two or three yards, it
is possible, by striking the ball on one side, to give it a curl so
that it shall round the wire, and strike the ball lying beyond it.
This stroke is only to be acquired by long practice, and requires
great power of wrist. But, when acquired, is of great service in
the game.
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